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Abstract

A program for determining the low resolution shape of biological macromolecules, based on the optimization of a sm
neutron scattering profile to experimental data, is presented. This program, termed LORES, relies on a Monte Carlo op
procedure and will allow for multiple scattering length densities of complex structures. It is therefore more versat
utilizing a form factor approach to produce low resolution structural models. LORES is easy to compile and use, and a
structural modeling of biological samples in real time. To illustrate the effectiveness and versatility of the program, we
four specific biological examples, Apoferritin (shell model), Ribonuclease S (ellipsoidal model), a 10-mer dsDNA (
helix) and a construct of a 10-mer DNA/PNA duplex helix (heterogeneous structure). These examples are taken from
and nucleic acid SANS studies, of both large and small scale structures. We find, in general, that our program will a
reproduce the geometric shape of a given macromolecule, when compared with the known crystallographic structures
present results to illustrate the lower limit of the experimental resolution which the LORES program is capable of mod

Program summary

Title of program: LORES
Catalogue identifier: ADVC
Program summary URL: http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/ADVC
Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University of Belfast, N. Ireland
Computer: SGI Origin200, SGI Octane, SGI Linux, Intel Pentium PC

✩ This paper and its associated computer program are available via the Computer Physics Communications homepage on Sc
(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00104655).
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Operating systems: UNIX64 6.5 and LINUX 2.4.7
Programming language used: C
Memory required to execute with typical data: 8 MB
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 2270
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 13 302
Distribution format: tar.gz
External subprograms used: The entire code must be linked with the MATH library
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Within the past decade, small angle neutron a
X-ray scattering measurements (SANS and SAX
have played an important role in molecular biology,
cluding the study of protein–DNA interactions[1–4],
protein–protein interactions[4–11], domain interac-
tions within a protein[12–20], DNA structural studies
[21–24], and studies on the organization of mac
molecular structures[25–34]. The versatility of small
angle scattering is due, in part, to the range of len
scales measured, from 10 to 1000 Å, making this te
nique ideal for biological macromolecules. Moreov
because the experiments are performed in solution
under biological conditions, conformational chang
can also be studied[1,3,13–15], which are not al-
ways possible with more conventional X-ray crystal
graphic techniques. In order to model an experime
scattering profile of the intensity versus the mom
tum transfer (I (Q) vs. Q), the scattering intensity i
calculated from a randomly oriented molecule us
the following equation:

(1)I (Q) = 4πVo

Dmax∫

0

P(r)
sin(Qr)

Qr
dr.

HereQ = 4π
sin(θ)

λ
whereλ is the neutron wavelength

2θ is the scattering angle,Vo is the volume of the scat
terer, andP(r) is defined as the distance distributi
function. The integral is carried out to a valueDmax,
defined as the maximum diameter beyond which th
is no significant scattering mass of the biological sa
ple. In this case, the solvent is treated as a unifo
scatterer.

One could calculate the distance distribution fu
tion, P(r), in terms of a form factor,P(q), and the
advantage of doing so is to speed up the calculatio
at least a factor of 10[15,23,24,35–38]. This method
has had great success in retrieving low resolution m
els from the scattering data[15,16,39–42]. Such an
approach was recently employed by Zakharova
co-workers for supercoilded DNA[24]. In this inno-
vative work, the authors derive a mathematical exp
sion for the form factor describing the scattering o
single chain of superhelical DNA.

While a form factor approach for calculating th
scattering profile is innovative, it is difficult to mod
heterogeneous structures, such as a DNA/PNA c
struct or a complex protein system such as Gro
GroES with a polypeptide substrate. Recently, Spin
and co-workers have developed a form factor appro
for optimizing the calculation of SAS profiles of mult
domain systems[41]. We have developed a separa
real space, approach for calculating of scattering p
files of biological macromolecules in solution wh
the participants are not necessarily compact struct
[3,33]. We now build on this approach to directly o
timize molecular shape from existing experimen
data. This approach will allow for heterogeneous co
plexes. Our method is based on the original Mo
Carlo simulation programs developed by Hansen
Henderson[43,44]. In these methods, a biologic
molecule is represented by specific geometric sha
and the scattering profile is calculated by first su
ming all possible pairs of scattering points that
within the structure to obtain the distance distrib
tion function,P(r), and thenI (Q) is calculated using
Eq.(1).

We improve on Hansen and Henderson’s origi
work by adding a description for heterogeneous str
tures and we also include an additional optimizat
routine that will determine a family of best fit, low re
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olution structures to inputted experimental scatter
data. The current program does not rely on kno
edge of a crystallographic structure and thus the
timization procedure is free to explore different pos
ble geometric shapes (e.g., helices, spheres, ellips
cylinders, hollow cylinders and shells). Because
program optimizes low resolution structural mode
it was named LORES. The input of LORES is
experimental scattering profile and a range of o
mization parameters. The program will then optim
three-dimensional shape models such that the be
scattering profile (I (Q) vs. Q) to the inputted exper
imental data, is generated. The output of the prog
is a scattering profile, the optimized geometric pa
meters and the coordinates (PDB formatted) for
optimized low resolution model. The LORES progra
is user friendly, with a text-prompted interface th
can be compiled with most operating system and
freely available by email contact tojingz1@umbc.edu
or greguric@umbc.edu.

We have tested the LORES optimization progr
on the following systems: Apoferritin (shell mode
Ribonuclease S (ellipsoidal model), a 10-mer dsD
(duplex helix) and a construct of a 10-mer DNA/PN
duplex helix (heterogeneous structure). We find t
in general the LORES program will produce an o
timized low resolution molecular model that agre
well when compared to an existing crystallograp
structure. We note, that we do not use informat
from the crystal structure in our optimization proc
dure, thus the LORES program is suitable to use w
such detailed information is not available. Howev
when the scattering data are noisy, as was the cas
the PNA/DNA construct, the optimization proved
be more difficult.

2. Program description

2.1. General

The LORES program will optimize a geometr
model from a given inputted scattering profile. Ten d
ferent geometric shapes, including helix, are availa
A Monte Carlo algorithm, with specific constrain
for the different shapes, is used to generate a th
dimensional hypothetical model, in Cartesian spa
which are similar in spirit to low resolution crysta
,

r

lographic structures. A second separate Monte C
algorithm is also used to automatically change the
rameters of the overall shape of the molecule until
theoretical scattering data of the model matches to
experimental scattering data. The final structure is t
an optimized theoretical model that has the smal
deviation in scattering profile compared to the exp
mental data. In our procedure, atoms are crudely re
sented as spheres of uniform scattering length den
specific for an average amino acid or an average b
LORES will optimize the global (structural) geome
ric shape of the macromolecule, while the placem
of the uniform spheres within this volume is rando
Therefore LORES remains a low resolution meth
Of coarse, different hypothetical models could yie
the same scattering length profile and thus a pri
our generated models are not unique. We therefore
the radius of gyration and the volume as additio
optimization parameters to aid in determining wh
hypothetical model best corresponds to the biolog
system of interest.

The program has four major components:

(1) Generation of the three-dimensional model fil
with random points.

(2) Transformation of the three-dimensional mo
into a scattering intensity profile.

(3) Comparison the theoretical scattering intens
profile from step (2) to the experimental scatt
ing data.

(4) Repeat steps (1) to (3) by changing the size of
model until the result from step (3) satisfies t
program tolerance.

The three-dimensional model for the target molec
can be composed of either one shape or multiple g
metric shapes. Functions with the names of the g
metric shapes are used to generate 3D models
step (1). The functionscat is employed to transform
the 3D model into the scattering profile as in step (
The functionChiSq compares the theoretical scatte
ing intensityI (Q) to the experimental scattering in
tensityI (Q) for step (3). Themain controls the opti-
mization procedure as described in step (4).

The program uses a text-prompted interface. Us
need to choose the geometric shape(s) and pro
the initial guess for the optimization parameters (Ta-
ble 1). The range of each parameter is also need

mailto:jingz1@umbc.edu
mailto:greguric@umbc.edu
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Table 1
The asterisks identify optimization examples given in the text

Geometric shape Optimization parameters Volume 3D model

Sphere R, Radius 4
3πR3

*Cylinder R, Radius
L, Length

πR2L

*Ellipsoid Rx , Radius
Ry , Radius
Rz, Radius

4
3πRxRyRz

Hollow cylinder Rinner, Radius
Router, Radius
L, Length

πL(R2
outer− R2

inner)

*Shell Rinner, Radius
Router, Radius

4
3π(R3

outer− R3
inner)

Semi-hollow cylinder Rinner, Radius
Router, Radius
L, Length

πL(R2
outer− R2

inner)

Semi-sphere R, Radius 2
3πR3

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Geometric shape Optimization parameters Volume 3D model

Semi-ellipsoid Rx , Radius
Ry , Radius
Rz, Radius

2
3πRxRyRz

Rectangle Lx , x-length
Ly , y-length
Lz, z-length

LxLyLz

Right/left helix R, Major radius
r1, Minor radius 1
r2, Minor radius 2
Lp , Length of pitch
NT, Number of turns

πr1r2

√
(2πR)2 + (NT∗Lp)2

*Double helix R, Major radius
r1, Minor radius 1
r2, Minor radius 2
Lp , Length of pitch
NT, Number of turns
S, Sift between helices

2πr1r2

√
(2πR)2 + (NT∗Lp)2
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A large number can be given for the range if t
user does not know the approximate size of the
get molecule, but there will be a CPU time pena
Users also need to provide the tolerance to obta
final optimized model. There is only one input fil
which is the experimental SANS scattering filesans-
expt-filename.iq. Output files includes the Cartesia
coordinates file coor-filename, the PDB format of t
coordinates filecoor-filename.pdb, and the scattering
intensity filecoor-filename.iq. The deviation betwee
the theoretical and the experimental scattering in
sity I (Q) is outputted to the screen.

2.2. Input/output description

Initially LORES requires a filename, which is us
to save the Cartesian coordinates of the model. T
the user needs to input the number of points that
going to be generated, and choose the shape from
of possibilities. An initial guess for each parameter a
the modifiable range of each parameter is also nee
A short description of the parameters is reported
ter the model is generated and saved in the in
required file name. The three-dimensional Cartes
coordinates are transformed into the theoretical s
tering intensityI (Q). The input file, the experimenta
scattering intensityI (Q) file, is then required in or
der to compare against the scattering intensityI (Q)

of the model. Both theoretical and experimental int
sitiesI (Q) are normalized. The deviation between t
two intensities is reported to the screen after each
timization loop. Meanwhile, the output files are ove
written. When the final model is obtained, a *.pdb fi
is generated.
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Input file.

iq: The experimental data of scattering intens
I (Q).

Q: Scattering vectorq (Å−1).
I : Experimental intensity, as a differential cros

section(dσ
dθ

) (cm−1).

Input data.

Number of points: The points that are going to b
generated for a specific shape, e.g., 1000.

Type of shape: Choose from a list of different shape
Option 1 to 10: Sphere, Cylinder, Ellipsoi
Hollow Cylinder, Shell, Semi-Hollow Cylin-
der, Semi-Sphere, Semi-Ellipsoid, Rectang
and Helix.

Shape parameters: Parameters as the shape co
straints vary for different geometric shape
Only an initial guess is needed (Å).

Range for modifying: The range of each paramet
to be searched for the optimization proc
dure (Å).

Output files.

Coor-filename: the Cartesian coordinates of the mo
el (Å).

pdb: The coordinates of model in PDB format (Å
iq: The theoretical intensity of the 3D mod

I (Q).
I: Theoretically calculated intensity (arbitra

units, a.u.).
Q: Scattering vectorq (Å−1).
-mdf.iq: The normalized scattering intensityI (Q)

for both the theoretical and the experimen
intensity. This is used during the comparis
of two sets of intensities.

I: Scattering intensity (arbitrary units, a.u.).
Q: Scattering vectorq (Å−1).

Output data.

Shape parameters: The parameters of each model
the optimization procedure are reported to
screen (Å).
Rg: The radius of gyration for the optimize
model is calculated and compared to theRg

from the experimental SANS intensity.
R2: The linear least square fit between the th

retical and the experimental scattering inte
sity I (Q).

X2: The standard deviation between the theor
cal and the experimental scattering intens
I (Q).

2.3. Detailed description

LORES is divided into two components, or subro
tines; (1) the generation of candidate low resolut
models and (2) the optimization of these selected m
els to best fit the experimental data. The generatio
a low resolution model relies on the same procedur
that of Hansen. In this case, a geometric shape is
sen by the user and scattering points are automatic
generated, via a Monte Carlo (MC) method, to f
within the given sub-volume[43]. To simulate a uni-
form scattering density within the given sub-volum
the total number of points generated is proportiona
the specific volume. In the case where we could h
overlap between different sub-volumes, each sub
ume (Vi) is rotated and translated and then super
posed onto the other(Vj ) sub-volumes. For any poin
found in both sub-volumes, that point is not includ
in the collection of points used for the calculation
the distance distribution function. This method w
ensure a uniform distribution of random points with
a structure. It was found in the original work that t
number of MC points must be at least 1000 in orde
obtain a distribution that is indeed uniform[43].

It is straightforward to generate candidate mod
using the LORES program. The user needs only
input an initial guess and range for the optimizat
parameters, an experimental scattering profile,I (Q)

vs.Q, andN , the number of scattering points requir
to generate the space-filling model.Table 1list all pos-
sible geometric shapes and optimization parame
required to run the LORES program. The MC geo
etry subroutine in LORES will automatically genera
a uniform distribution of scattering points correspon
ing to the given geometric structure selected by
user. In our algorithm, a check is performed to ens
that the scattering points lie within the defined ma
imum and minimum structures allowed. Again, it
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worth mentioning that the randomly generated po
are chosen to lie within only the given volume. It
not simply a matter of randomly choosing any coor
nates,[x, y, z], but only coordinates that are valid fo
a particular sub-volume.

Once a user has selected a candidate low res
tion structure to be optimized and selected the star
parameters and a given range for each paramete
defined inTable 1, the program will run independen
of the user and enter into the optimization subrouti
During the course of the optimization, new geom
ric parameters are generated randomly, subject to
condition that they lie within the range specified
the user. For each of the possible candidate mo
generated using the MC geometry subroutine, we
culate a corresponding radius of gyration,Rg , volume
and scattering profile,I (Q) vs.Q. The calculation of
the scattering profile relies on the computation of
distance distribution function,P(r), for each possible
model generated. This is relatively straightforward a
is accomplished by simply making a histogram rep
sentation of all possible distances between all poss
pairs of scattering points within the given structu
weighted according to the product of the neutron s
tering lengths for each point.I (Q) vs. Q is then cal-
culated using Eq.(1). A schematic of this procedure
shown inFig. 1(a).

During the optimization procedure, each calcula
I (Q) vs. Q is compared with the normalized expe
mental scattering profile. Normalization is achieved
rescaling the experimentalI (Q) so thatI (Q) reaches
a value of 1 atQ = 0. Since the experimental scatte
ing profiles cannot be measured atQ = 0, we use lin-
ear interpolation to extrapolate the experimentalI (Q)

to Q = 0. This extrapolated value is then used to n
malize the experimental scattering profile.

In order to optimize candidate low resolution stru
tures, our algorithm strives to minimize theχ2 distri-
bution between the theoreticalI (Q) and the experi-
mentalI (Q), in a least squares manner. Theχ2 distri-
bution is defined as:

(2)χ2 = 1

N

∑
i

wi

(
Iexpt(Qi) − Imodel(Qi)

)2
,

whereN is the number of degrees of freedom wh
m data points are fitted with a model involvingn ad-
justable parameters andwi is a weight. In this case
eachw is taken to be 1, however, a user can defi
i
s

unique weights for each data point. The sum in Eq.(2)
is over allm data points, however the user is also fr
to choose the range of data points to be modeled.
each model, we also calculate a regression coeffic
R2, defined as:

(3)R2 =
∑

i (I (Qi)
model− I (Qi))

2

∑
i (I (Qi)expt− I (Qi))2

,

whereI (Qi) is the average experimental intensity.
The MC optimization will minimize theχ2 value

and maximize theR2 value to be as close to 1 as po
sible. A user can also input a desired experimentaRg

and volume that can be used as additional optim
tion constraints. The MC algorithm will continue
generate models until theχ2 andR2 values are within
an acceptable range, as specified by the user. Bec
the models generated are not unique, we use
the experimentalRg and volume as additional opt
mization parameters. Ultimately, the LORES progr
will output a family of possible models (in PDB fo
mat) as well as scattering profiles to best fit the d
A flow chart of the LORES program is provided
Fig. 1(b).

It is worth mentioning a few things about th
LORES program. First, the initial values of the p
rameters are set by the user. New values are ch
completely at random from a given range, specified
the user. Therefore, the larger the optimization ran
or the larger the parameter space to search thro
the longer the optimization time required until conv
gence is reached. For example, the optimization of
Apoferritin structure took approximately 10 minut
(using 1000 scattering points). Second, convergen
specified by the user as a tolerance limit. The prog
will run until this tolerance has been reached. We h
set a default tolerance onχ2 of 0.025 and 0.9 onR2.
Third, while the program will satisfy the condition o
detailed balance, in that the forward and reverse p
abilities are equal, the program does not actually r
on a temperature or energy calculation. Therefore,
do not use a Metropolis algorithm for the accepta
criterion. A move is acceptable only if the calculat
scattering profile reasonably matches the experim
tal profile within the given parameters, specified by
user.
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Fig. 1.Top panel: An illustration of the rationale behind our coarse grain approach. The high resolution structure is represented in coa
where atoms are crudely represented as spheres of uniform scattering length density, specific for an average amino acid or an av
LORES will randomly distribute the atoms within the given sub-volume of interest. The model, here a hollow sphere of Apoferritin,
to create a distance distribution function,P(r). The intensity,I (Q), is then obtained from theP(r) using Eq.(1). Bottom panel: Flow chart
illustrating the modeling procedure. The program will run until both theχ2 andR2 values are within an acceptable range, as defined by
user. The output of the program consist of a space-filling molecular model (in PDB format),Rg , volume,χ2, R2 and an experimental scatterin
profile.
C
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2.4. Compilation

The LORES optimization program is written in
and must be placed in the same directory as the
perimental intensity file and the script file containi
the input data. All the output files are also saved in
same directory. LORES can be compiled on any UN
or LINUX operating system, and it must be linke
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with the MATH library. A MAKEFILE has been pro
vided for the compilation of the program.

3. Experiment

As an illustrative example of the Monte Carlo o
timization program, LORES, we have modeled
three-dimensional structure of the following system
Apoferritin, Ribonuclease S (RNAse S), a 10-mer d
ble stranded DNA molecule representing ideal B-DN
and a 10-mer PNA/DNA duplex in solution. In order
gauge the effectiveness of LORES for the optimizat
of bimolecular shapes we have also performed con
rent SANS experiments on these systems. These
amples are certainly not an exhaustive list of all po
ble structures LORES can model, but instead illustr
the diversity of structures which can be optimized.

3.1. Small angle neutron scattering measurements

The SANS measurements were performed on
30 m SANS instruments at the National Institute
Standards and Technology Center for Neutron
search in Gaithersburg, MD[45]. Neutron wave-
lengths betweenλ = 5 and 6 Å, with wavelength
spreads,�λ/λ between 0.11 and 0.15, were used
the measurements. The source and sample ape
were 5.0 and 1.27 cm, respectively. Neutrons were
tected on a 64.0 × 64.0 cm two-dimensional positio
sensitive detector with either 0.5 or 1.0 cm resoluti
Raw counts were normalized to a common mon
count and corrected for empty cell counts, ambi
room background counts and non-uniform detector
sponse. Data were placed on an absolute scale by
malizing the scattered intensity to the incident be
flux. The two-dimensional data were then radia
averaged to produceI (Q) vs. Q curves. The one
dimensional scattered intensities from the samp
were then corrected for buffer scattering and incoh
ent scattering from hydrogen in the samples. Fina
the data were normalized to one (1.0) atI (Q = 0) to
allow us to directly compare our optimization resu
with the actual data.

3.2. Apoferritin

Ferritin is the principal protein of iron storage
mammals, plants and many other eukaryotes. St
e

-

turally, it is a hollow, spherical protein shell with th
iron stored in the iron. Protein was first crystallized
Laufberger in 1937. However, for this particular stu
we use the crystal structure of the L-Chain Horse A
ferritin (PDB ID: 1AEW) crystallized by Hempstea
and coworkers in 1997 at a resolution of 1.95 Å[46].
L-Chain Horse Apoferritin has an internal and ext
nal radii of 40 and 64 Å, respectively. Apoferritin wa
modeled as a hollow sphere in the LORES progra
Table 2lists the input parameters and their correspo
ing ranges and also the final results of the LORES
timization procedure. LORES was able to fit the Ap
ferritin SANS intensities to a hollow spherical mod
as expected, withχ2 andR2 values of 0.02 and 0.99
respectively. Based on these results, we find an o
mized interior radius of 40± 3.7 Å and an exterior
radius of 66.2± 1.8 Å. Our optimized inner and exte
rior radii fall within the measured radii of the cryst
structure.

Fig. 2(a) and (b) represents the scattering profi
for the optimization of Apoferritin. InFig. 2(a), the
experimental data are illustrated with circles, the
timized shell model is represented in red, with
ror bars, and the scattering profile generated fr
CRYSON using the crystal structure is given in bla
Fig. 2(b) is a logarithmic plot of the scattering inte
sity from Fig. 2(a). The intensity of the experiment
data at lowQ was difficult to determine due to sligh
sample aggregation. Therefore, the lowest fewQ data
points were not utilized in the calculation ofI (0) for
the normalization. Error bars on the optimization p
cedure indicate model structures which yield eq
values ofχ2 (0.02) andR2 (0.99). CRYSON is a freely
available program for evaluating solution scatter
from macromolecules with known atomic structur
(e.g., PDB coordinates). CRYSON uses multipole
pansion of the scattering amplitudes to calculate
spherically averaged scattering pattern and takes
account a hydration shell, if desired[47]. We can see
from Fig. 2that the scattering profiles,I (Q), obtained
by using either the LORES optimization program
CRYSON are nearly identical, and differ slightly fro
the experimental data at smallQ values due to the hig
concentrations required in order to carry out the SA
experiment. Moreover, the errors in the optimizat
procedure are relatively small, as illustrated from
size of the error bars in this figure.
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s is also
posed

Å)
Table 2
Comparison between the optimized low resolution structure and crystal structure of Apoferritin. The overlap of the two structure
illustrated. Here the spheres representing the LORES optimized model and the ribbon structure from the crystal structure is superim

LORES Spherical shell model (Å) Crystal structure of Apoferritin (

Range of optimization parameters Interior radius 40± 10 N/A∗
Exterior radius 60± 10

χ2, R2 values 0.02271, 0.9913 N/A∗

Results of LORES optimization Interior radius 40.0± 3.7 Interior radius ∼ 40
Exterior radius 66.2± 1.8 Exterior radius ∼ 64

Three dimensional structure
comparison

Overlap of the LORES model
with the crystal structure
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3.2.1. Apoferritin preparation
The Apoferritin sample was a gift from Dr. D

eter Schneider at Brookhaven National Lab (Upt
NY). It was provided in a D2O-based buffer at a con
centration of 10 mg/ml. SANS data were taken a
25◦C using a wavelength ofλ = 6 Å, with a spread
of �λ/λ = 0.11. Two instrument configuration wer
used in order to obtain a range Q values between 0
and 0.35 Å−1. The first configuration used a samp
to detector distance of 6.0 m and a source to sam
distance of 7.02 m. The second configuration use
sample to detector distance of 1.6 m and a sourc
sample distance of 3.92 m. The center of the dete
was offset by 25.0 cm in this case.

3.3. Ribonuclease S

RNAse S is a complex that consists of two pro
olytic fragments of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease
the S-peptide (residues 1–20) and S-protein (resid
21–124). RNAse S was first crystallized in 1967
Wyckoff and co-workers[48], however for this study
we use the refined crystal structure of Kim et al. (PD
1RNU) [49]. Structurally, RNAse S is best describ
as an ellipsoid with equal elliptical radii of 10 Å in th
x- andy-directions and az-radius of 28 Å. In order
to test the LORES optimization program for this sy
tem, RNAse S was modeled as an ellipsoid where
values of the radii were allowed to vary.Table 3list
the input optimization parameters and ranges as
as the results obtained from the LORES optimizat
program. In this case, we find that the optimized
liptical radii in thex- andy-direction are 10.6 ± 0.3
and 10.7 ± 0.2 Å, respectively, and 31.4 ± 0.4 Å in
thez-direction. This was surprising, in that there is
a priori reason for the elliptical radii in thex- andy-
direction to optimize to the same values, other th
these values best fit the experimental data. We do
that the elliptical radius in thez-direction (31.4 Å) is
longer than that of the crystal structure (28 Å) and
most likely due to the fact that RNAse S is not exac
an ellipse. Theχ2 andR2 values obtained from ou
optimization are 0.02 and 0.99, indicating a very go
fit of the optimized model to the experimental data.

Fig. 3 represents the scattering profiles for t
RNAse S optimization. The experimental data
illustrated with circles and the optimized elliptic
model is represented with the red solid line and
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model is
left off of
h yield fits
.

Fig. 2. The scattering profile for Apoferritin (PDB ID: 1AEW). The experimental data are shown as open circles, the optimized shell
illustrated in red and the profile generated from the crystal structure using the program CRYSON is shown in black. Error bars are
the experimental data for clarity, but are represented in the model. These optimization error bars indicate the possible structures whic
with equalχ2 andR2 values as in the optimized structure. The bottom panel is a logarithmic plot of the scattering profile of Apoferritin
ted
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At
cludes error bars. The scattering profile genera
from CRYSON using the crystal structure is illu
trated with the black solid line. Error bars for our lo
resolution models were determined in the same m
ner as in the Apoferritin example. We can see fr
Fig. 3that the scattering profiles,I (Q), obtained from
the LORES optimization program differ slightly from
the profile generated using CRYSON. At smallQ
(less than 0.1), the LORES program matches the
perimental data quite well compared with the pro
generated from the crystal structure using CRYSO
However at largerQ, the situation is reversed. Th
small Q region determines the overall shape of
macromolecule whereas at largerQ, solvation will
shift theI (Q). There are two possible reasons for t
observed differences in the scattering profiles: (1)
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S

of the two
nuclease S
Table 3
Comparison between the optimized low resolution structure and crystal structure of Ribonuclease S

Ellipsoidal model (Å) Crystal structure of Ribonuclease
(PDB: 1RNU), (Å)

Range of optimization parameters Radius inX-axis 10± 3 N/A*

Radius inY -axis 10± 3
Radius inZ-axis 28± 8

χ2, R2 0.01743, 0.9957 N/A*

Results of LORES optimization Radius inX-axis 10.6± 0.3 Radius inX-axis ∼ 10
Radius inY -axis 10.7± 0.2 Radius inY -axis ∼ 10
Radius inZ-axis 31.4± 0.4 Radius inZ-axis ∼ 28

Three-dimensional structure
comparison

Overlap of LOREES model
with the crystal structure

* The crystal structure is obtained from the PDB (1RNA) where the red spheres represent crystallographic waters. The overlap
structures is illustrated, with the smaller spheres representing the optimized LORES structure and the ribbon represents the Ribo
protein.
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smallerQ, LORES generates a slightly elongated
lipse compared to the crystal structure. This may
ply that crystal packing forces shorten (z-direction)
the RNAse S slightly. (2) At largerQ, the effects of
solvent hydration are seen in the experimental d
Unlike CRYSON, we have neglected the treatmen
hydration in the current LORES program. Therefore
largerQ the CRYSON fit is better. However, in ge
eral the LORES optimized model does fit the scat
ing profile well and yields small error bars. Moreov
LORES also gives an idea of the overall shape o
macromolecule in solution.

3.3.1. Ribonuclease S preparation
The Ribonuclease S (RNAse S) sample was a

from Dr. Angela Gronenborn at the National Ins
tutes of Health (Bethesda, MD). It was provided
a D2O-based buffer at a concentration of 35 mg/ml.
SANS data were taken at 25◦C using a wavelength o
λ = 6 Å, with a spread of�λ/λ = 0.11. A sample to
detector distance of 1.3 m and a source to sample
tance of 3.92 m were used. The center of the dete
was offset by 20.0 cm to obtain a rangeQ values be-
tween 0.034 and 0.36 Å−1.

3.4. B-DNA

The 10-mer DNA structure, thought to adopt a
DNA structure in solution, was modeled as both a so
cylinder and homogeneous double helix. For a co
parison of the three-dimensional structure and geom
ric parameters (Rg , R, r1, r2, L and Pitch) between
our optimized models and a known B-DNA structu
we use the crystal structure of Drew et al. (PDB I
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elliptical
rs are left
res which
Fig. 3. The scattering profile for Ribonuclease S (PDB ID: 1RNU). The experimental data are shown as open circles, the optimized
model is illustrated in red and the profile generated from the crystal structure using the program CRYSON is shown in black. Error ba
off of the experimental data for clarity, but are represented in the model. These optimization error bars indicate the possible structu
yield fits with equalχ2 andR2 values as in the optimized structure.
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1BNA.pdb) [50]. Table 4 list the input optimization
parameters and the optimization results obtained f
the LORES program for both models proposed. In
case of the cylindrical model, we find from LORE
that the duplex DNA has an optimized length of 38
and an optimized diameter of 16 Å. This structure
sulted in aRg of 12.3 Å, anR2 value of 0.97 and a
χ2 value of 0.03. For the case of the double heli
model, we find that the optimal length is 35 Å with a
optimized diameter of 19 Å. Our optimized helix ha
anRg of 12.0 Å, anR2 value of 0.97 and aχ2 value of
0.03. We note that while theR2 andχ2 values for both
cylindrical and helical models are nearly identical, t
resulting molecular shapes are different. We beli
the optimized homogeneous double helix model m
accurately represents the true helical structure o
DNA based on a comparison with the crystal structu
A direct comparison between the helical and cylind
cal model can be made as follows: the length of
cylinder is roughly the same as the length of pi
of the helix and the radius of the cylinder is equal
R + r1 of the helical model.

Fig. 4 represents the scattering profile for the op
mization of the 10-mer dsDNA, 5′-ATGCTGATGC-3′
and its complementary sequence. In this figure,
experimental data are illustrated with circles and
optimized homogeneous helical model is represen
with the red line and includes error bars. We have
included the scattering profile of the cylindrical mod
The scattering profile generated from CRYSON w
determined in the same manner as in the Apoferr
example. We can see fromFig. 4 that the scattering
profiles, I (Q), obtained from the LORES optimiza
tion program differ slightly from the profile generate
using CRYSON and the crystal structure. We note t
our program strives to fit a molecular model to t
experimental data, and this can be problematic w
the noise of the data is large. In this case, it is e
dent that the experimental scattering profile has a h
degree of noise, due to the relatively lower conc
tration and molecular weight of the dsDNA compar
to Apoferritin and RNAse S. Moreover, compared
the previous protein examples, our helical model
larger error bars, further reflecting this experimen
noise. However, it is clear fromFig. 4 that in this
case, the LORES program will best optimize a so
tion structure to fit to the experimental data, in contr
to using crystallographic structures to model solut
data.
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ES model
Table 4
Comparison between the optimized low resolution structure and crystal structure of B-DNA

Cylindrical model (Å) Helical model (Å) “Ideal” B-DNA
(PDB: 1BNA), (Å)1

Range of optimization
parameters

R 10± 3 r1 4.5± 1 N/A2

L 34± 5 r2 5.5± 1
MR 5.5± 1
LP 34± 5

χ2, R2 0.03420, 0.9709 0.03434, 0.9708 N/A2

Diameter3 ± error 16.0± 0.5 19.0± 0.7 ∼ 20

Helix pitch± error 38.0± 0.6 35.2± 0.8 34

Three-dimensional
structure comparison

Overlap of the
LORES optimized
model with the crystal
structure of B-DNA

1 The crystal structure is obtained from the PDB and the red spheres represent crystallographic waters. The overlap of the LOR
with the crystal structure is also illustrated, with the crystal structure illustrated in ribbon and the LORES model in smaller spheres.

2 The parameters of an ideal B-DNA is obtained fromFundamentals of Biochemistry (Voet et al., 1998), for comparing with our result.
3 The diameter of cylinder is= 2 · R, and the diameter of helix= 2 · (r1+ MR).
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3.4.1. B-DNA preparation
The ssDNA sequence 5′-ATGCTGATGC-3′, and

its complement, 5′-GCATTAGCAT-3′, were purchase
purified to HPLC Level I (90–95%) from Oligos
Etc., Inc. (Wilsonville, OR). This sequence was ch
sen because it adapts a classical B-form double h
(e.g., there are 10 bases per turn, a length of pitc
34 Å and a diameter of 20 Å)[51]. For SANS mea-
surements, the two ssDNA’s were re-hydrated fr
powder together in a H2O-based 10 mM sodium pho
phate buffer, pH 7.0, containing 0.1 M sodium ch
ride and 0.1 mM EDTA, to a final concentration
4.5 mg/ml. Data were taken at 25◦C using a wave-
length of λ = 5 Å, with a spread of�λ/λ = 0.15.
A sample to detector distance of 1.5 m and a sou
to sample distance of 5.47 m were used. The cente
the detector was offset by 20.0 cm to obtain a rangQ

values between 0.035 and 0.35 Å−1.

3.5. A PNA/DNA construct: a heterogeneous duplex
structure

As a final test of the LORES optimization progra
we have studied a PNA/DNA heterogeneous struct
PNA (Peptide Nucleic Acid) is a completely artifi
cial DNA/RNA analog in which the phosphate sug
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odel is
left off of
h yield fits
Fig. 4. The scattering profile for B-DNA (PDB ID: 1BNA). The experimental data are shown as open circles, the optimized helical m
illustrated in red and the profile generated from the crystal structure using the program CRYSON is shown in black. Error bars are
the experimental data for clarity, but are represented in the model. These optimization error bars indicate the possible structures whic
with equalχ2 andR2 values as in the optimized structure.
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backbone is replaced by a structurally homomorph
pseudopeptide chain, consisting of N-(2-aminoeth
glycine units. Unlike DNA, the PNA backbone carri
no charges and is not susceptible to hydrolytic cle
age[52]. Although the backbone of PNA is differen
from DNA and RNA, PNA is still capable of bas
pairing to DNA as well as RNA, obeying the Watso
Crick pairing rule[52,53]. This hybrid construct ha
extraordinary thermal stability, and as such, it is
subject of recent experimental studies[54–58].

For the present study, the PNA/DNA duplex s
quence (N-ATGCTAATGC-C plus complementa
DNA sequence) was modeled as a heterogeneous
ble helix. LORES defines heterogeneity as allow
the separate helices to have different scattering le
densities in order to take into account their differe
compositions.Table 5list the input optimization pa
rameters and the results obtained from the LOR
program. This optimization proved to be difficult
the family of resulting structures, with equal valu
of R2 andχ2, had a corresponding wider range ofr1

andr2 values from 3.9 to 4.9 Å (r1) and from 3.6 to
4.9 Å (r2). However, a comparison between our av
age structure generated using LORES and the kn
-

crystal structure of a PNA/PNA duplex is quite go
(see overlap inTable 5). Fig. 5 illustrates the scatter
ing profile for the experimental data (circles) and
optimized double helical structure (solid curve) w
an optimized length of pitch equal to 43.4 Å, a m
jor radius of 4.5 Å, anr1 of 3.9 Å and ther2 is 4.9 Å.

For this optimization, data only up toQ = 0.20 Å
−1

were utilized, as the data at larger values ofQ were
too noisy. Because both the theoretical error bars
large and thus the number of possible structures w
fit the scattering data equally well are also large,
believe this example will illustrate a lower limit of th
modeling resolution for the LORES program.

3.5.1. PNA/DNA preparation
The heterogeneous duplex structure of PNA/D

was formed from the ssPNA sequence N-ATGCTAA
GC-C, obtained from PE Biosystems (Framingha
MA), plus its complementary ssDNA sequence,′-
GCATTAGCAT-3′, obtained from Oligos Etc., Inc
(Wilsonville, OR). Both sequences were purcha
and purified to HPLC Level I (90–95%). For SAN
measurements, the ssPNA and ssDNA were re-hyd
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meters of
are not

B bank.
n.
Table 5
Comparison between the optimized low resolution structure and crystal structures of PNA/DNA

Helical model (Å) PNA/DNA solved by
NMR: this structure is not
deposited in the PDB

PNA/PNA solved by
X-ray crystallography (Å)
PDB ID: 1PUP

Range of optimization
parameters

r1 5.5±2 LORES DATA ONLY LORES DATA ONLY
r2 5.5±2
MR 6±2
Length of pitch 40±10

Optimized radii r1 = 3.9± 1 no comparison since
structures are not
available from PDB

r1 ∼ 3.3
r2 = 4.9± 1 r2 ∼ 4.9
MR = 4.5± 0.5 MR ∼ 5.2

Diameter± error 16.8 ∼ 23 ∼ 17

Helix pitch± error 43.5± 4.2 43 58

Bp/turn 11 13 18

X2, R2 0.047998,0.94224 N/A* N/A*

Three-dimensional
structure

No structure given

Overlap of the
LORES model with
the PDB structure,
1PUP

* The parameters of the PNA/DNA duplex solved by NMR are taken from the published paper of Eriksson et al., 1996, and the para
the PNA duplex is from the PDB bank (PDB ID:1PUP). The three-dimensional structures of our model and the NMR PNA/DNA duplex
compared inTable 5because the structural information for the PNA/DNA duplex solved by NMR has not been deposited into the PD
The overlap of the LORES optimized model (small spheres) and the crystal structure 1PUP (larger space filling spheres) is also give
m

r
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off-
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r-
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m is
from powder together in a H2O-based 10 mM sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, containing 0.1 M sodiu
chloride and 0.1 mM EDTA to form the PNA/DNA
duplex at a final concentration of 6.0 mg/ml. Data
were taken at 25◦C using a wavelength ofλ = 5 Å,
with a spread of�λ/λ = 0.15. A sample to detecto
distance of 1.5 m and a source to sample distanc
5.47 m were used. The center of the detector was
set by 20.0 cm to obtain a rangeQ values between
0.035 and 0.35 Å−1.
4. Discussion

In summary, the main advantage of the LORES
timization program is the ability to quickly determin
a particular molecular shape to best fit an experim
tal small angle neutron scattering profile, in solutio
Moreover, our program will allow for different scatte
ing length densities on models with multiple comp
nents such as double helices. The LORES progra
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d
o
d the
Fig. 5. Scattering profile for the PNA/DNA duplex modeled with a double helix. The experimental data at 25◦C are in circles and the optimize
helical model is illustrated with a solid line along with the range of models that fit this data equally well (R2 andχ2 are 0.95–0.96 and 0.05 t
0.04). The data were fit for the scattering vector up to 0.20 Å−1. The error bars on the experimental data have been omitted for clarity an
errors are not larger than the scatter in the data.
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completely automatic, once the user has inputted
experimental scattering data and has chosen a s
ing geometric shape. While the LORES program
not have any difficulty in producing reliable solutio
models for the two proteins studied, we do find th
the larger the scatter of the data, the harder it is to
a suitable model, as illustrated in the PNA/DNA e
ample. The 10-mer dsDNA and PNA/DNA duplex
are at the lower size limit of what the SANS techniq
can resolve. In this study, it was difficult to obtain da
that had a high signal-to-noise ratio, especially at
higherQ values, where the incoherent scattering fr
hydrogen in the sample and buffer dominatesI (Q).
Often, this can be minimized by making measu
ments in D2O solvent, where the incoherent scatter
is about a factor of 20 lower. However, the dsDNA a
PNA/DNA 10-mers aggregated in D2O, so this strat-
egy could not be used in this case. In conclusion,
LORES program can be used separately, or in c
junction with other modeling techniques, to produ
an optimized low resolution molecular model to fit e
perimental SANS intensities.
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